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*Building Value for Charlotte*

Construction is underway on the Community House Road Widening Phase 2 Project.

See reverse for more details.
Community House Road Widening Project - Phase 2

Construction is well underway and scheduled to be complete by September 2016. Most of the overhead utility relocation work is complete. City staff included an incentive for the contractor to finish before September to coincide with other construction activities in the area and the start of the 2016-17 school year.

This project will include roadway widening, with bicycle lanes, street lighting, curb and gutter, planting strips and landscaping on Community House Road from the Providence Road West Intersection north to the Paradise Ridge Road Intersection. The project also includes a roundabout at the intersection of Willow Rock Drive and Bryant Farms Road. A roundabout is an intersection design that uses a circular island rather than traffic signals or stop signs to encourage lower speeds as vehicles drive through the intersection.

Phase 1 of the Community House Road Widening Project, from Tamarron Drive to south of Providence Road West was completed in May 2015. Landscaping of Phases 1 and 2 will occur simultaneously once construction of Phase 2 is complete. We will continue to keep you informed on the status of this project. We appreciate your patience.

For more information, please contact:
Derrel Poole, Project Manager
704-336-1794 or dpoole@charlottenc.gov